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Introduction 
Spaces of signatures (of higher level) were introduced recently by Mulcahy and 
Powers in [9-l 11. These provide an abstract setting for studying the Becker- 
Rosenberg Theory of preorderings of higher level on fields [ 11. Spaces of signatures 
of level 1 are nothing more than spaces of orderings; e.g., see [S]. 
The object of this paper is to develop a simple system of axioms for spaces of 
signatures. In the level 1 situation this does not involve anything really new (see [4] 
and the construction in [6] or [8]). Still, the result does not seem to have been notic- 
ed previously in the explicit form given here. In the higher level case, what is re- 
quired is a suitable generalization of these techniques but again, this is fairly 
straightforward. 
The advantage of the new axioms is that they are easy to check. To illustrate this 
the paper includes a simple proof that preorderings of level 1 on division rings give 
rise to spaces of orderings. One would hope to be able to exploit this simplicity to 
extend the Becker-Rosenberg Theory to division rings. See [2] for some initial work 
in this direction. 
1. The new axioms 
Fix an abelian group (G, . ) of finite (even) exponent and let X be a non-empty 
subset of the character group x(G). Following the terminology of [9-l 11, we say that 
the pair (X, G) is a space of signatures if the following axioms hold: 
(S,) For any c E X and any odd integer k, ok E X; 
(S,) X is a closed subset of x(G); 
(S,) Z an element - 1 E G such that a(- 1) = - 1 Vo E X; 
(S,)Xi :={x~G:a(x)=l V’aeX}=l; 
(S,) If f, g are forms over G and z E DGf@ g), then ZLx E Ddf) and y E D(g) such 
that z E D(x, y>. 
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(For the meaning of the terminology in S4 see [9-l l] .) The level of (X, G) is defined 
to be exp(G)/2. Of course, if the level is 1, then So is vacuous and S,, S,, S,, S4 are 
just the axioms O,, 02, 03, O4 for a space of orderings; see [5]. We want to consider 
some additional properties: 
(ST) Vx,yeG, U s~D(l,x)D(y,s)=Ut~D(l ,,mw; 
(ST) If u EX(G) satisfies (T(- 1) = - 1 and if 1 + (T(X) = a(y) + o(z) holds whenever 
x, y, z E G satisfy (1, x) = (y, z), then (T E X. 
(Again, the terminology is standard: if w,x, y, ZE G, then (w,x) E (y, z) means 
a(w) + o(x) = (T(Y) + a(z) V’a E X. Also, D< w, x> denotes the set of all y E G such that 
Bz E G satisfying (w, x) = (y, z).) The result to be proved is the following: 
Theorem 1. (X, G) is a space of signatures iff (X, G) satisfies Sz, S3, S,*, ST. 
Remarks. (i) Another axiom called S, is considered in [9, lo]. S, asserts that if 
a~x(G) satisfies u(-1)=-l and if D(l,x) c ker(a) holds for all XE ker(a), then 
(3 E X. Clearly S, * ST and, if the level is 1, then S, # ST. In [9, lo] it is conjectured 
that S, is a consequence of S,-S4. This will be proved in [7]. (For the proof in the 
level 1 case, see [5, Lemma 4.11.) 
(ii) Note that S4 * Sq*. (Just apply S4 to compute D(x, 1,~) in two different 
ways.) For a little of the history of Sq*, see [4,12]. The main point here is that it is 
a lot easier to check than Sq. 
(iii) If S2,Si hold, then S,, St can be ‘forced’ as follows: Replace G by G := 
G/XI. This forces S,. Also, replace X by x := the set of all 0 E x(G) satisfying the 
hypothesis of ST. (That is, X:= the set of all 0 EX(G) satisfying a(-1)= -1 and 
1 + a(x) = a(y) + a(z) whenever x, y, z E G satisfy (1,x) E (y, z).) This forces St. 
Since S, is easily understood, this leaves S,* as the only ‘mysterious’ axiom. (Note: 
XC R and, if w, x, y, z E G, then (w, x) and (y, z) are isometric with respect to X iff 
they are isometric with respect to X. Thus the definition of isometry of binary forms 
remains unchanged in the process of replacing X by x. However the definition of 
isometry of forms of dimension 23 may change.) 
Proof of Theorem 1. (-) Suppose (X, G) is a space of signatures. In view of Remark 
(ii) above, the problem is to verify ST. Suppose 0 E x(G) satisfies the hypothesis of 
ST. In the level 1 case, one can just quote [5, Lemma 4.11 to obtain VEX. In the 
general case, one can proceed as follows: Denote by W the Witt ring of (X, G). 
Using chain equivalence (see [9, Remark 1.9]), it follows that (T lifts to a ring homo- 
morphism d : W+ C. Thus we are reduced to showing that if 0 E x(G) induces a ring 
homomorphism 0: W-r C, then acX. This follows from So, S,, S2 as we now 
show. 
Suppose c EX(G) induces a ring homomorphism d : W+ r6. Let dE G be a 
generator for G modulo ker(a) and let f = (1, -d) @ s.0 @ (1, -dk- ‘) where 
k=exp(G/ker(o)). Thus adf)=(l -cr(d))...(l -c~(d)~-‘)#O, so f#O in W. 
Claim. The set ker(a)l fl {SEX: 7df) #O} is non-empty. For, if this set is empty, 
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then, by S, and compactness, Zz,, . . . , a, E ker(a) such that the set {at, . . . , a,}’ fl 
{SEX: qJ)#O} . 1s empty. Consider the t-fold Pfister form ((a,, . . . , a, >> (see [lo]). 
By definition, this is just the tensor product of the l-fold Pfister forms ((a;>)= 
(La;,...,a, 2sp ’ ) where s is the level. One checks that ((at, . . . , a, >> Of= 0 in W. 
This contradicts a(((at, . . . , a,)) Of) = (2s)‘aCf)zO and proves the claim. Now 
use the claim to pick reX such that 7df) #O, r E ker(a)‘. Thus r(d’) f 1 for 
i=l , . . . , k - 1, so T generates X(G/ker(o)). Thus CJ = r” for some integer P. Since 
a(-1)=-l =T(-1), r is necessarily odd. Thus aeX by S,. 
(-) Now suppose that (X, G) satisfies Sz, Ss, ST, ST. Suppose o EX and that 
x, y, z E G satisfy (1,x) = (y, z). Thus 1 + o(x) = o(y) + o(z), so either (s(x) = - 1 or 
{ a(_~), o(z)} = { 1, a(x)}. (This is clear in the level 1 case; in the higher level case use 
19, Lemma 3.131.) Anyway, this means 1 + a(~)~ = ok + o(zJk for any odd k so, 
by St, ok EX. This proves St,. Also, it is clear that the set of o E x(G) satisfying the 
hypothesis of ST is closed in x(G) and, by ST, this set is just X. This proves S,. This 
leaves the problem of proving &. This is where the work really begins. 
We mimic the construction in [6, Chapter 21 and [8] using some additional ideas 
from [4]. That is, we define isometry of forms of dimension n23 inductively by 
(1) (a, ,..., a,)~(& ,..., 6,) @ Ba,6,cs ,..., C,EG such that (a, ,..., a,)~ 
<a,cs, . . . , c,,>, (q,a)=.(bl,b), and (b,c,,...,c,)~:(b*,...,b,). 
It is not obvious at this stage that isometry as defined here coincides with isometry 
as defined in [9, lo] if n 2 3. This will be proved later. However it is clear, by induc- 
tion on n, that 
(2) (a,,...,a,>~:(bl,...,b,) * a(al)+...+o(a,)=o(bl)+...+o(b,) V’aEX. 
Also, we define value sets by 
(3) D(a,, . . . , a,) := the set of all LEG such that FLIbr, .. ..b.,~ G with b, =b such 
that (a, ,..., a,,)=(6r ,..., b,). 
Then, as in [6, Chapter 21, isometry is transitive, Witt cancellation holds, S, 
holds, etc. Most of the proofs go over word-for-word. As in [6, Chapter 21, it all 
boils down to showing that isometry is transitive in the 12 = 3 case. This comes from 
S,* plus 2-cancellation [4]. 2-cancellation means that if we have a chain of isometries 
<a,,a2,4>= . ..~(b.,b~,b~) and a, =6r, then (a2,a3)=(b2,b3). This holds using (2) 
together with the definition of isometry of binary forms. (The converse of (2) is true 
for binary forms.) As in [4] or [12], S,* implies that if (a,,a,,a3)~...~:(bl,b2,b3), 
then D(a,, a2, a,) =D(br, 6,, b3). We can now complete the proof of 3-transitivity 
as in [4, Theorem 3.51: Suppose (a,,a2,a3>= **-~(b,,b,,&). Thus, D(Lz,,Q~,o~>= 
D(bl, b2, 63) so, in particular, 6r E D(a,, u2, a,). By (3), this means FJYx, y, z E G such 
that (a2,as>f(x,z) and (a,,x>=(b,,y). Thus (61,y,z)~(a,,a2,a3)~...~(bl,b2,b3) 
so, by 2-cancellation, (y, z) = (b2, b3). This proves (al, a2, a,) z (b,, b2, b,) as re- 
quired. 
To finish the proof, we must show that isometry as defined by (1) coincides with 
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isometry as defined in [9, lo]. This involves proving the converse of (2). If the level 
is 1 this is pretty well known; see [6, Theorems 4.12, 4.271. In general, one can 
define the Witt ring R exactly as in [6, Chapter 21. (Of course, we are not sure yet 
that R is the Witt ring of (X, G) as defined in [9, lo] but this will be clear in the end.) 
Let R, denote the torsion part of R and let Nil(R) denote the nilradical. R is a quo- 
tient of the group ring z[G]. By (2), each 0 EX lifts to a ring homomorphism 
a : R + C. By ST, X is the complete set of characters (T EX(G) with this property. 
According to [3, Lemma 3.31, Nil(R) c R,. On the other hand, one verifies that 
D(1, . . . . 1) = { 11. For example, this follows from (2) and S,. Thus, as in [6], if 
n E N, then D(n xf) = D(f) for any form f and n x f is isotropic iff f is isotropic. 
It follows that n xf= 0 in R * f = 0 in R. Th us R, = 0 so Nil(R) = R, = 0. Finally, if 
f e R satisfies a(f) =0 for all aeX, then, according to [3, Proposition 3.41, 
f E Nil(R) = 0. This proves that the two definitions of isometry coincide and com- 
pletes the proof. 0 
Remark. It is possible to develop a non-reduced version of the above construction. 
This involves starting with a suitably defined ‘scheme of higher level’ (with 
2-cancellation and Sz as the main axioms). Of course, in the level 1 case, this is 
exactly what is done in [4] and [6, Chapter 21. Before such schemes of higher level 
become interesting, it seems necessary to show that they actually arise in the (non- 
reduced) theory of diagonal forms of higher degree over fields. 
2. Preorderings on division rings 
Suppose K is a division ring and that Tc_ K is a preordering (of level 1). This just 
means that T is a subset of K satisfying T+ TC T, T. TC T, K2 c T, and - 1 $ T. 
Note that if XET’ and yeK’, then 
X -I = (x-‘)~x and yx= (y~)~x(x-‘)~(~-‘)~y. 
It follows that T’ is a normal subgroup of K’ and K./T’ is abelian of exponent 2. 
Consider T+xT where XE K’ is arbitrary. The only way this could fail to be a pre- 
ordering is if - 1 E T+xT. But then - 1 =a+xb, a, b E T. Since -1 $ T, it follows 
that b # 0 and hence that -x= (1 + a)b-’ E T. Thus 
(1) if -x6 T, then T+xT is a preordering. 
What happens if -XE T? In this case TtxT= T- T=K. This follows from the 
identity y = ((y + 1)/2)2 - ((y - 1)/2)2, y E K. (Note: 2 # 0 since - 1 $ T.) 
By definition, an ordering on K is just a preordering which is maximal with 
respect to inclusion. Denote by XT the set of all orderings P of K which satisfy 
P 2 T. If x E K ‘, xt$ T, then by (l), T- xT is a preordering. Thus, by Zorn’s Lemma, 
ZIP E XT such that T- xTc P. This means -x E P, so XC$ P. Thus 
(2) T= n {P: PEX,}. 
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If P c K is an ordering, x E K ‘, -xeP, then by (1) and the maximality of P, 
P+xP=P, i.e., XCP. Thus K=PU-P for any ordering. It follows that Xrcor- 
responds bijectively to the set of all characters o : K’ + { + l} satisfying a(- 1) = - 1, 
ker(a) is additively closed, and ker(o) > T’. In this way, X, can be viewed as a 
subset of the character group x(K‘/T’). 
Having reviewed some elementary Artin-Schreier Theory for division rings (see 
also [2,13,14]), it is now easy to prove the following: 
Theorem 2. Suppose K is a division ring and that TC K is a preordering of level 1. 
Then (XT, K ‘/T ‘) is a space of signatures. 
Proof. S2 is obvious. Also, X+ = T’ by (2). This proves S3. If w,x, y, z E K ., write 
(w,x) gr(y,z) to indicate that (w,x), (y, Z) are isometric with respect to 
(X,, K ‘IT’) and L$(w,x> to indicate the value set of (w,x> with respect to 
(X,,K’/T’). The main step is to verify 
(3) &(w,x)=(wT+xT). VW,XEK’. 
Scaling, we can assume w=l. If x=-l mod T’thenD,(l,x)=K’=(T+xT)‘so (3) 
isclear. Assumenowthatx+-1modT’. IfyEDr(l,x), thenV’aEXr, a(x)=1 = 
a(y)= 1. Since OEX,, o(x)= 1 @ (~eXr+~r, (2) applied to the preordering T+xT 
yields y E (T+xT) ‘. Conversely, if y E (T+xT) ‘, then, reversing the argument, 
(l,x>~~(y,xy), so y~Dr(l,x). This proves (3). In view of (3), S,” reduces to 
checking the (trivial) identity (T+xT) +yT= (T+yT) +xT. Finally, if o EX(K ‘/T’) 
satisfies the hypothesis of ST, then it has additively closed kernel (by (3)) so o E X,. 
This completes the proof. q 
Remarks. (i) Theorem 2 is also stated in [2] and [ 141. However, it has been established 
that there is a gap in these proofs (involving the proof of chain equivalence). Thus 
the above appears to be the first complete proof of this result to be published. 
(ii) If TC K is a preordering of higher level, then T+xT is not usually closed 
under multiplication so the above argument breaks down. In [ 11, involved valuation- 
theoretic arguments are used to overcome this difficulty (in case K is a field). With 
the new characterization of spaces of signatures given in Theorem 1, it may be 
possible to simplify some of these arguments and extend them to division rings. 
What is required is a simple proof of (3) in the higher level case. 
Appendix 
Since the submission of this paper for publication, two important new develop- 
ments have occurred: (i) F. Kalhoff has shown that preorderings of level 1 in planar 
ternary rings give rise to spaces of orderings. The proof uses Theorem 1 above. (ii) 
V. Powers has shown that preorderings of 2-power level in division rings give rise 
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to spaces of signatures. The proof involves an extension of valuation-theoretic 
techniques in [l] and [2]. Of course, application of this to the level 1 case gives an- 
other proof of Theorem 2 above. 
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